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Abstract. Intersection graphs are very important in both theoretical as well as application 
point of view. Depending on the geometrical representation, different type of intersection 
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disk, circle graphs are more important. In this article, a brief introduction of each of these 
intersection graphs is given. Some basic properties and algorithmic status of few problems 
on these graphs are cited. This article will help to the beginners to start work in this 
direction. Since the article contains a lot of information in a compact form it is also useful 
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1. Introduction 
It is well known that graph is a very useful tool to model problems originated in all most all 
areas of our life. The geometrical structure of any communication system including 
Internet is based on graph. The logical setup of a computer is designed with the help of 
graph. So graph theory is an old as well as young topic of research. Depending on the 
geometrical structures and properties different type of graphs have emerged, viz. path, 
cycle, complete graph, tree, planar graph, chordal graph, perfect graph, intersection graph, 
etc. 
In this article, we concentrate our discussion on intersection graphs. 
Suppose },,{= 21 …SSS  be a set of sets. Draw a vertex ( iv ) for each set iS  and 
two vertices iv  and jv  are joined by an edge if the corresponding sets have a non-empty 
intersection, i.e. the edge E  is given by }:),{(= φ≠∩ jiji SSvvE . 
An undirected graph ),(= EVG  is said to be −χ perfect if ))(( AGω
,))((= AGχ for all VA ⊆ , and G  is said to be −α perfect if ))(( AGα ))((= AGκ , 
for all VA ⊆  where )(AG  is a subgraph induced by a subset A  of vertices. A graph is 
called  perfect if it is either −χ perfect or −α perfect. It was proved in the famous 
Perfect Graph Theorem that a graph is −χ perfect if and only if it is −α perfect. 
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An undirected graph G  is called p-critical if it is minimally imperfect, i.e. G  is 
not perfect but every proper induced subgraph of G  is a perfect graph. 
An undirected graph G  is called  triangulated if every cycle of length strictly 
greater than three possesses a chord. In the literature, triangulated graphs are also called as  
chordal, rigid-circuit, monotone transitive and  perfect elimination graphs. 
The  clique graph )(GC  of a graph G  is the intersection graph of the family of 
all cliques of G . The intersection graphs of conformal hypergraphs are just the clique 
graphs. Cographs (also called complement reducible graphs) are defined as the graphs 
which can be reduced to single vertices by recursively complementing all connected 
subgraphs. 
For VY ⊆  let )(YG  be the subgraph induced by Y . A vertex v  is  simplicial 
if and only if ][vN  is a clique. The ordering ),,,( 21 nvvv …  of V  is a perfect 
elimination ordering if and only if for all },{1,2, ni …∈  the vertex iv  is simplicial in 
iG , where }),,,({= 1 niii vvvGG …+ . The graph G  is chordal if and only if G  has a 
perfect elimination ordering. The ordering ),,,( 21 nvvv …  is a strong elimination ordering 
if and only if for all },{1,2, ni …∈ , ][][ kiji vNvN ⊆  when ][, iikj vNvv ∈  and 
kj <  where ][vN i  ))(( vN i  is the closed (open) neighbourhood of v  in iG . The 
graph G  is  strongly chordal if and only if G  has a strong elimination ordering. A 
vertex ][vNu ∈  is a maximum neighbourhood of v  if and only if for all ][vNw∈  the 
inclusion ][][ uNwN ⊆  holds (here vu =  is not excluded). The ordering 
),,,( 21 nvvv …  is a maximum neighbourhood ordering if for all },{1,2, ni …∈  there is a 
maximum neighbour ][ iii vNu ∈ , for all ][][],[ iiiii uNwNvNw ⊆∈  holds. The graph 
G  is dually chordal if and only if G  has a maximum neighbourhood ordering. The 
graph G  is  doubly chordal if and only if G  is chordal and dually chordal. There is a 
close connection between chordal and dually chordal graphs which can be expressed in 
terms of  hypergraphs. 
Let ),(= EVG  be a graph. A set VS ⊆  is an asteroidal set if for every Sx∈  
the set }{xS −  is contained in one component of ][xNG − . An asteroidal set with three 
vertices is called an asteroidal triple (AT). A graph G  is called AT-free if G  has no AT. 
It may be noted that every asteroidal set is an independent set. A triple },,{ zyx  of 
vertices of G  is an AT if and only if for every two of these vertices there is a path between 
them avoiding the closed neighbourhood of the third. 
A graph is a comparability graph if its edges can be given a transitive orientation. 
A cocomparability graph is the complement of a comparability graph. In the next 
subsection, some intersection graphs are defined some of them belong to comparability 
graphs where as some belong to cocomparability graphs. 
 
1.1. Intersection graphs 
The theory of intersection graphs have, together with others, its own mathematics 
classification number 05C62. This promotion may be mainly due to the fact that 
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intersection graphs have nice applications in reality. A lot of properties of intersection 
graphs are available in [60]. We define intersection graph as follows. 
A graph ),(= EVG  is called an  intersection graph for a finite family F  of a 
non-empty set if there is a one-to-one correspondence between F  and V  such that two 
sets in F  have non-empty intersection if and only if their corresponding vertices in V  
are adjacent. We call F  an intersection model of G . For an intersection model F , we 
use )(FG  to denote the intersection graph for F . 
Depending on the nature or geometric configuration of the sets …,, 21 SS  
different types of intersection graphs are generated. The most useful intersection graphs are 
•  Interval graphs ( S  is the set of intervals on a real line) 
•  Tolerance graphs 
•  Circular-arc graphs ( S  is the set of arcs on a circle) 
•  Permutation graphs ( S  is the set of line segments between two line segments) 
•  Trapezoid graphs ( S  is the set of trapeziums between two line segments) 
•  Disk graphs ( S  is the set of circles on a plane) 
•  Circle graphs ( S  is the set of chords within a circle) 
•  Chordal graphs ( S  is the set of connected subgraphs of a tree) 
•  String graphs ( S  is the set of curves in a plane) 
•  Graphs with boxicity k  ( S  is the set of boxes of dimension k ) 
•  Line graphs ( S  is the set of edges of a graph). 
It is interesting that every graph is an intersecting graph. For each vertex iv  of 
,G form a set iS  consisting of edges incident to iv , the two such sets have a non-empty 
intersection if and only if the corresponding vertices share an edge. 
An example of intersection graph is depicted in Figure 1. Let }{1,2,3,= …+S ,  
}3,2,1,{= …−−−
−
S , }1,{2,3,5,7,1= …pS , },8,{1,1,2,3,5= …fS , ,}4,2,{0,= …±±eS
}3,1,{= …±±oS  be the sets of positive integers, negative integers, primes, Fibonacci 
numbers, even integers and odd integers respectively. 
 
                                  
Figure 1: An intersection graph 
 
Different types of intersection graphs are discussed in the subsequent sections. 
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2. Interval Graphs 
An undirected graph ),(= EVG  is said to be an  interval graph if the vertex set V  can 
be put into one-to-one correspondence with a set I  of intervals on the real line such that 
two vertices are adjacent in G  if and only if their corresponding intervals have non-empty 
intersection. That is, there is a bijective mapping .: IVf →  
The set I  is called an interval representation of G  and G  is referred to as the 
interval graph of I  [42]. 
Interval graphs arise in the process of modelling many real life situations, specially 
involving time dependencies or other restrictions that are linear in nature. This graph and 
various subclass thereof arise in diverse areas such as archeology, molecular biology, 
sociology, genetics, traffic planning, VLSI design, circuit routing, psychology, scheduling, 
transportation, etc. Also, interval graphs have found applications in protein sequencing 
[56], macro substitution [73], circuit routine [74], file organization [19], job scheduling 
[19], routing of two points nets [49] and so on. An extensive discussion of interval graphs 
is available in [42]. In addition to these, interval graphs have been studied intensely from 
both the theoretical and algorithmic point of view. 
In the following an application of interval graph to register allocation is presented. 
A computer program stores the values of its variables in memory. For arithmetic 
computations, the values must be entered in easily accessed locations called registers. 
Registers are expensive, so we want to use them efficiently. If two variables are never used 
simultaneously, then we can allocate them to the same register, one after use of other. For 
each variable, we compute the first and last time when it is used. A variable is active during 
the interval between these times. 
We define a graph whose vertices are the variables. Two vertices are adjacent if 
they are active at a common time. The number of registers needed is the chromatic number 
of this graph. The time when a variable is active is an interval, so we obtain a special type 
of representation called interval graph. Let us consider a program segment shown in Figure 
2(a). 
The corresponding interval representation and interval graph are shown in Figure 
2(b) and 2(c) respectively. Note that the chromatic number of the graph of Figure 2(c) is 4. 
That is, to execute this program segment of Figure 2(a), only 4 registers are required. 
Figure 2(d) shows the allocation of registers/colours. Note that an interval graph can be 
coloured in O(n) time, where n is the number of vertices [83]. 
Let us consider another example. 
Suppose a company or an organization is interested to run its advertisement 
through television channels. The constraint is that only one programme slot is selected for 
advertisement at any instant. The objective of the problem is to select the programme slots 
such that the sum of the number of viewers of the selected programmes is maximum. 
In this problem, a television programme slot is represented as a subinterval of an 
interval of length of 24 h on the real line. Each programme slot, i.e. each interval is 
regarded as a vertex of the interval graph G . That is, all the programme slots of all 
television channels constitute the set of vertices V  of the interval graph G . If there exists 
an intersection of timings in between two programme slots, there is an edge between the 
vertices corresponding to these programme slots. If the finishing time of a programme is 
the starting time of another programme then we assume that these programmes are 
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non-intersecting. It may be noted that any two programmes in a particular television 
channel are always non-intersecting. The number of viewers of each programme is 
considered as the weight of the corresponding vertex of the graph. All the programme slots 
of all television channels are modelled as an interval graph. 
 
 
Figure 2: An application of interval graph in register allocation 
  
A colouring of a graph is an assignment of colours to its vertices so that no two 
adjacent vertices have the same colour. The vertices of same colour form a colour class. 
Any two vertices of a colour class are not adjacent. The maximum weight colouring 
problem is to find a subset S  of V  such that no two vertices of S  are adjacent and sum 
of the weights of the vertices of S  is maximum. This problem is also known as maximum 
weight 1-colouring problem. Thus, the above problem is equivalent to the 1-colouring 
problem on interval graph. As mentioned above, all the programme slots of all channels in 
a geographical area can be represented as an interval graph. The details of this problem are 
described and solved in [105]. 
Interval graphs satisfy a lot of interesting properties. The first one is the  
hereditary property. 
 
Lemma 2.1. An induced subgraph of an interval graph is an interval graph [42].  
The next property of interval graphs is also a hereditary property, called  
triangulated graph property, which is stated below. 
 Every simple cycle of length strictly greater than 3 possesses a chord. 
The graphs which satisfy this property are called triangulated graphs. So we have 
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the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. An interval graph satisfies the triangulated graph property [46].  
Another important property on graphs is transitive orientation property stated 
below: 
Each edge can be assigned a one-way direction in such a way that the resulting 
oriented graph ),( EV  satisfies the following condition:  
 .,,,),(),(a),( VwvuEwuEwvndEvu ∈∈⇒∈∈  
The following result is due to Ghouila-Houri [38]. 
 
Lemma 2.3. The complement of an interval graph satisfies the transitive orientation 
property.  
Let ),(= EVG  be a graph. A set of vertices VC ⊆  forms a  clique in G  if 
every pair of vertices in C  are adjacent. A  maximal clique is a clique to which no further 
vertex of the graph can be added so that it remains a clique. A  maximum clique is a clique 
with maximum cardinality. 
The following theorem posed by Gilmore and Hoffman [41] establishes the 
position of the interval graphs in the world of perfect graphs. 
 
Theorem 2.1. Let G  be an undirected graph. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) G  is an interval graph. 
(ii) G  contains no chordless cycle of length 4 and its complement G  is a 
comparability graph. 
(iii) The maximal cliques of G  can be linearly ordered such that, for every vertex 
u  of G , the maximal cliques containing u  occur consecutively.  
Statement (iii) of this theorem has an interesting matrix formulation. A matrix 
whose entries are zeros and ones, is said to have the consecutive 1’s property for columns if 
its rows can be permuted in such way that the 1’s in each column occur consecutively. 
All maximal cliques of an interval graph can be computed in O(n) time [76]. The 
maximal cliques versus vertices incidence matrix of a graph G  is called  clique matrix. 
The following theorem given by Fulkerson and Gross [34], is useful to recognize 
an interval graph. 
 
Theorem 2.2. An undirected graph G  is an interval graph if and only if its clique matrix 
M  has the consecutive 1’s property for columns.  
Another important characterization of interval graph proposed by Lekkerkerker 
and Boland [58] is given below. 
 
Theorem 2.3. An undirected graph G  is an interval graph if and only if the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) G  is a triangulated graph and 
(ii) any three vertices of G  can be ordered in such a way that every path from the 
first vertex to the third vertex passes through a neighbour of the second vertex.  
The necessary and sufficient condition that a graph is an interval graph is stated 
below: 
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Theorem 2.4. [58] A graph is an interval graph if and only if it contains none of the graphs 
shown in Figure 3 as an induced subgraph.  
 
 
Figure 3: Forbidden structures for interval graphs 
Corollary 2.1.  A tree is an interval graph if and only if it does not contain *G  (Figure 3) 
as an induced subgraph.  
Let ),(= EVG , where mEnV |=|,|=|  be a simple connected interval graph, 
where vertices are numbered as 1, 2, n,… . Let },,,{= 21 nIIII …  be the interval 
representation of an interval graph G , where 
ra  is the left end point and the rb  is the 
right endpoint of the interval 
rI , i.e. ],[= rrr baI  for all nr ,1,2,= … . Without any 
loss of generality we assume the following:   
• The intervals in I  are indexed by increasing right endpoints, i.e. nbbb <<< 21 ⋯  
• The intervals are closed, i.e. contains both of its endpoints and that no two intervals 
share a common endpoint.  
• Vertices of the interval graph and the intervals on the real line are one and the same 
thing.  
• The interval graph G  is connected and the list of sorted endpoints is given.  
     It is shown, in [91], that the set intervals of every interval graph can be ordered in a 
non-decreasing order of their right endpoints and this ordering is referred as IG ordering. In 
this section, the vertices are labelled as IG ordering. The IG ordering is obviously unique 
when a representation by a set of intervals is provided and fixed. 
The following lemma is a powerful result on interval graph. 
 
Lemma 2.4. If the vertices Vwvu ∈,,  are such that wvu <<  in the IG ordering and 
Ewu ∈),( , then Ewv ∈),( .  
An interval graph and its interval representation are illustrated in Figure 4.     
A lot of algorithms have been designed for interval graphs using different 
techniques. A very useful data structure called  interval tree (IT) is defined in [84] which 
is discussed below.                                    
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Figure 4: An interval graph and its interval representation. 
Interval tree 
For each vertex Vv ∈  let )(vH  and )(vL  represent respectively the highest and the 
lowest numbered adjacent vertices of v . It is assumed that Vvv ∈),(  is always true. So, 
if no adjacent vertex of v  exist with higher (or lower) IG order than v  then )(vH  (or 
)(vL ) is assumed to be v . In other words,  
 andvuEvuuvH },,),(:{max=)( ≥∈  
 }.,),(:{min=)( vuEvuuvL ≤∈  
It may be observed that the array H  is monotonic non-decreasing, i.e. if 
Vvu ∈,  and vu <  then )()( vHuH ≤ . 
For a given interval graph G  let a spanning subgraph ),(= EVG ′′  be defined 
as  }.=),(=:),{(= nuuHvandVuvuE /∈′  
The subgraph G′  of a connected interval graph G  is a tree [84]. Since the subgraph G′  
is built from the vertex set V  and the edge set E′ , where EE ⊆′ , G′  is a spanning 
tree of G . In what follows the subgraph G′  is referred to as  interval tree and it is 
denoted by )(GTI . In [84], it is shown that the interval tree )(GTI  of a connected 
interval graph G  exists and is unique for a given interval representation. 
The interval tree )(GTI  of the interval graph of Figure 4 is shown in Figure 5. 
The level of a vertex u  in the interval tree is denoted by )(ulevelI . Let iN  be the set of 
vertices which are at a distance i  from the vertex n , i.e. iN  is the set of vertices at level 
i . Thus }=),(:{= inuuN Gi δ  and 0N  is the singleton set }{n . It may be noted that if 
iNu ∈  then iulevelI =)( . Let k  be the maximum length of a shortest path from the 
vertex n  to any other vertex in G . It is easy to see that kN  is non-empty while 1+kN  is 
empty. 
 
2.1. Properties of interval tree 
Let )(min iN  and )(max iN  represent the minimum and maximum vertices of the set 
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iN . That is, }:{min=)(min ii NuuN ∈  and }:{max=)(max ii NuuN ∈ . The 
vertices of iN  are consecutive integers and 1)(min=)(max 1 −+ ii NN  for all i . 
 
 
Figure 5: The interval tree of the graph of Figure 4. 
  
It is easy to verify that if )(<)( vlevelulevel II  then vu > . 
The maximum value of )(vlevelI  is ))(( GTh I  and the minimum value of 
)(vlevelI  is 0. This minimum occurs when nv = . But, if nv =  then 
))(()(=),( GThulevelnud II ≤ . Thus, ),( vuGδ  is maximum when 1=)(vlevelI  and 
))((=)( GThulevel II  and the maximum distance is 1))(( +GTh I . From the definition of 
label it follows that ))((=(1) GThlevel II  and 0=)(nlevelI . 
It is easy to note that the path from the vertex 1 to the vertex n  in the interval tree 
)(GTI  is the longest path among the paths ending at n . This path is referred as  main 
path. The main path of the graph of Figure 4 is shown by thick lines (see Figure 5). 
If two vertices have same level then the distance in G  between them is either 1 or 
2. This result is given in the following lemma. 
 
Lemma 2.5. [85] For Vvu ∈,  if )(=)( vlevelulevel II  then  
 


 ∈
.2,
)(),(1,
=),(
otherwise
GEvuif
vuGδ  
But, if Vvuvlevelulevel II ∈,),(=)(  then ),()( vuGITδ  is not necessarily 1 or 
2, it may even be more than 3 units. For example, for the interval graph of Figure 5, 
3=(5)=(3) II levellevel  and 4=(3,5))(GITδ . 
If level of the vertex v  is j  then it should be adjacent in G  only to the vertices 
at level 1−j , j  and 1+j . If Vvu ∈,  and 1|>)()(| ulevelvlevel II −  then 
)(),( GEvu ∈/  [85]. 
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Using the properties of interval tree lot of problems have been solved, some of 
them are listed below. 
 
2.2. Applications of interval tree  
Construction of tree 3-spanner 
A  t -spanner of a graph G  is a spanning subgraph )(GH  in which the distance 
between every pair of vertices is at most t  times their distance in G , i.e. 
),(),( vutvu GH δδ ≤ , for all Vvu ∈, . The parameter t  is called the  stretch factor. 
The  minimum t -spanner problem is to find a t -spanner H  with the fewest 
possible edges for fixed t . The spanning subgraph H  is called a minimum t -spanner of 
G  and it is denoted by )(GH t . A  spanning tree of a connected graph G  is an acyclic 
(cycle free) connected spanning subgraph of G . A  tree spanner of a graph is a spanning 
tree that approximates the distance between the vertices in the original graph. In particular, 
a spanning tree T  is said to be a  tree t -spanner of a graph G  if the distance between 
any two vertices in T  is at most t  times their distance in G , i.e. ),(),( vutvu GT δδ ≤  
for all Vvu ∈, . It is obvious that if G  is connected, then 1|))((| −≥ nGHE t , equality 
holds if and only if G  admits a tree t -spanner. 
The optimization version of this problem is to find a t -spanner with the fewest 
possible edges for a fixed t . 
It can be shown by examples that the interval tree may or may not be a tree 
3-spanner of the corresponding interval graph. 
 
Lemma 2.6. The interval tree may or may not be a tree 3-spanner.  
The tree 3-spanner, )(3 GT S , of G  can be constructed from the interval tree by 
rearranging the parent vertex of some vertices. The method is described below: 
Let *lw  and 
*
1+lw  be two vertices on the main path at levels l  and 1+l  
respectively. Then assign parent of each vertex u , satisfying ** 1 << ll wuw +  as 
*
lu , i.e. 
*
=)( lI wuparent , where )(uparentI  is the parent of the vertex u  in the interval tree 
)(GTI . This process is repeated for all vertices of all levels l , 1))((,1,2,= −GThl I… . 
In other words, if },,,,,,,{= 1*121 pilil xxwxxxN …… +−  and …,,{= 211 yyN l+ , 
},,,, 1* 11 qjlj yywy …++− , where |=| lNp  and |=| 1+lNq  then parent of qj yy ,,1 …+  
and 121 ,,, −ixxx …  are 
*
lw . 
If },,,,,,,{= 1*121 pilil xxwxxxN …… +− , where |=| lNp , then let 
},,,{= 121 −′ il xxxN …  and },,{= 1 pil xxN …+′′ . That is, lN ′  (respectively, lN ′′ ) is the 
subset of lN  whose vertices are less than 
*
lw  (respectively, greater than *lw ). The set of 
vertices at level l  of the tree )(3 GT S  is denoted by *lN . Then from the construction of 
)(3 GT S , 1))((,0,1,=,}{= 1* 1* 1 −′∪′′∪ +++ GThlNNwN Illll … . 
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The interval tree exits and is unique for a given interval representation of an 
interval graph. Also, the tree 3-spanner )(3 GT S  is obtained by rearranging the parents of 
the vertices of interval tree )(GTI . Thus, every connected interval graph has a tree 
3-spanner and it is unique for a given interval representation. 
 
Theorem 2.5. [101] A tree 3-spanner of an interval graph with n  vertices can be 
constructed in )(nO  time, if the sorted intervals are given.  
 
Computation of diameter 
Let ),(= EVG  be a graph and ),( vuGδ  be the shortest distance between the vertices 
u  and v . The eccentricity of the vertex u  is denoted by )(uecen  and is defined as  
)}.,({max=)( vuuecen G
Vv
δ
∈
 
The radius ( )(Gρ ) and diameter ( )(Gdiam ) of a graph G  are defined as 
)}.({max=)()},({min=)( uecenGdiamuecenG
VuVu ∈∈
ρ  
The diameter of an interval graph G  and the height of the corresponding interval tree 
)(GTI  of G  are related by the following relation. 
Lemma 2.7. [77] Let 1*1 Nv ∈  be the vertex on the main path. If all 11 Nv ∈  are adjacent 
to *1v  in G  then ))((=)( GThGdiam I , otherwise 1.))((=)( +GThGdiam I   
Theorem 2.6. The diameter and centre of an interval can be computed in )(nO  time 
[78,84].  
 
All-pairs shortest distances 
According to Lemma 2.5, the shortest distance between the vertices u  and v , when 
)(=)( vlevelulevel II , is either 1 or 2. But, if their levels are different then the distance 
between two vertices may be 1 or 2 or more. In this case, the distance between any two 
vertices can also be computed easily with the help of interval tree. The technique is 
described below. 
To compute the distance between u  and v , vu < , we have to check the 
adjacency of the vertex v  with the vertices at levels 1)( +vlevel , )(vlevel  and 
1)( −vlevel . Hence the distance ),( vuGδ  between any two vertices Vvu ∈,  can be 
computed using the following lemma. 
 
Lemma 2.8. [85] Given Vvu ∈, , let 1z  be the vertex at level 1)( +vlevel  on the path 
marked )(min u  and )(= 12 zHz . If )(>)( vlevelulevel , then  





+−
∈∉+−
∈−
otherwisevlevelulevel
EvzandEvzifvlevelulevel
Evzifvlevelulevel
vuG
,2)()(
),(),(,1)()(
),(),()(
=),( 21
1
δ
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Using the above lemma the all-pairs shortest distances can be computed for an 
interval graph. The time complexity is presented below. 
 
Theorem 2.7. [85] The all-pairs shortest distances of an interval graph with n  vertices 
can be computed in )( 2nO  time.  
 
k -neighbourhood covering problem 
A vertex ,x k-dominates another vertex y if kyxd ≤),( . A vertex z, k-neighbourhood- 
covers (kNC) an edge ),( yx  if kzxd ≤),(  and kzyd ≤),( , i.e. the vertex z  k
-dominates both x  and y . Conversely, if kzxd ≤),(  and kzyd ≤),(  then the edge 
),( yx  is said to be kNC by the vertex z . A set of vertices VC ⊆  is a kNC set if every 
edge in E  is kNC by some vertex in C. The kNC number ),( kGρ  of G  is the 
minimum cardinality of all kNC sets of G . 
The kNC problem is a variant of the domination problem. Hwang and Chang [55] 
proved that kNC problem is NP-complete for general graph even for chordal graph. 
Mondal et al. [68] have solved 2-neighbourhood-covering problem in )(nO  time on 
interval graphs. Recently, Ghosh and Pal [40] have solved 2-neighbourhood-covering 
problem in )(nO  time on trapezoid graphs. The edge-paking problem is a kind of 
domination problem and this problem can be solved in O(n) time on interval graphs [80]. 
By constructing a suitable interval tree for a given interval graph the kNC problem 
has been solved in [8]. 
Theorem 2.8. [8] The kNC set of an interval graph can be computed in )(nO  time using 
)(nO  space, where n  is the number of vertices of the graph.  
 
Conditional covering problem 
The conditional covering problem (CCP in short) is a facility location problem on a graph 
[94]. Let ),(= EVG  be a graph where },{1,2,= nV …  is the set of vertices and E  is 
the set of edges. The vertex set V  of the graph represents the set of demand points as well 
as the set of potential facility locations. A weight )(ew  is associated with every edge 
.Ee ∈ The length of a path is the sum of the weights of the edges in the path. A path from 
the vertex x  to the vertex y  is a shortest path if there is no other path from x  to y  
with lower length. We use ),( yxδ  to denote such a shortest path. For a facility located at 
a vertex Vx∈  requires a facility location cost )(xc  and provide a positive coverage 
radius )(xR . A facility can cover all vertices within its coverage radius except the vertex 
at which it is located, that is, a vertex Vx ∈  covered by a facility located at a vertex 
Vy ∈  if yx ≠  and )(),( xRyx ≤δ . The CCP seeks to minimize facility location cost 
such that the set of vertices in the graph must be covered by a facility and every facility 
should be covered by at least one another facility. Here each facility has a specified, 
possibly overlapping region to serve. 
One closely related to the CCP is the total dominating set problem, which is a 
special case of the CCP in which all distances and coverage radii equal 1. It should be noted 
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that if 1=R , then our problem is identical to the  total dominating set problem. The total 
dominating set problem is NP-complete even for bipartite graph [50]. Since the total 
dominating set is a special case of CCP, the CCP is also NP-complete for general graphs. 
 
Theorem 2.9. [92] The time complexity to find the conditional covering set on unweighted 
cost interval graph is )(nO .  
 
Theorem 2.10. [93] The CCP on interval graph with non-uniform cost can be solved in 
)( 2nO  time.  
 
Minimum feedback vertex problem 
Given VS ⊆ , the induced subgraph )(SG  is the graph ))(,(=)( SESSG , where 
}),(,,:),{(=)( EvvSvvvvSE jijiji ∈∈ . A set S  is a feedback vertex set if and only if 
the graph )( SVG −  has no cycles. The minimum feedback vertex set (MVFS) problem is 
to find a feedback vertex set S  such that its cardinality || S  is minimum among all such 
sets. 
The minimum feedback vertex set problem is NP-hard for general graphs. 
 
Theorem 2.11. [102] The minimum cardinality feedback vertex set of an interval graph 
with n  vertices and m  edges can be computed in )( mnO +  time.  
 
Theorem 2.12. [101] The maximum weight feedback vertex set of a weighted interval 
graph can be computed in )log( CnO  time, where C  is the weight of a longest path of 
the graph.  
Let ),(= EVG  be a simple undirected graph and )(uG  be the subgraph of it 
induced by the vertex set }{uV − . The distance ),( yxGδ  is defined to be the length of 
the shortest path between the vertices x  and y  in G . A vertex Vu ∈  is said to be a  
hinge vertex if there exist two vertices }{, uVyx −∈  such that ),(>),()( yxyx GuG δδ . 
A graph without hinge vertices is called a  self repairing graph. 
 
Theorem 2.13. [12] The set of all hinge vertices of an interval graph with n  vertices can 
be computed sequentially in )(nO  time using )(nO  space. Also, all hinge vertices of a 
trapezoid graph can be computed in O(n log n) time [14]. 
The  vertex connectivity (or simply  connectivity) of a connected graph G  is 
defined as the minimum number of vertices whose removal from G  leaves the remaining 
graph disconnected or trivial. The vertex connectivity of a tree is thus one. A connected 
graph is said to be  separable if its vertex connectivity is one. All other connected graphs 
are called non-separable. In a graph a vertex (or edge) whose removal disconnects the 
graph is called a cut vertex (or bridge) or a cut-node or an articulation point. It can be easily 
shown that in a tree every vertex with degree greater than one is a cut-vertex. In general: a 
vertex v  in a connected graph G  is a cut-vertex if and only if there exist two vertices x  
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and y  in G  such that every path between x  and y  passes through v . The maximal 
non-separable subgraphs of G  are called the blocks or biconnected components. 
 
Theorem 2.14. [88] All the cut-vertices and blocks of an interval graph can be computed 
in )(nO  time.  
 
2.3. k -gap interval graphs 
A multiple interval representation f  of a graph ),(= EVG  is a mapping that assigns to 
each vertex of G  a non-empty collection of intervals on the real line, such that two 
distinct vertices u  and v  are adjacent if and only if there are intervals )(ufI ∈  and 
)(vfJ ∈  with φ≠∩ JI . |)(| vf  denotes the number of intervals associated to v . 
The interval number of G  is defined as fvfGi Vv :|})({|max{min=)( ∈  is a multiple 
interval representation of }G . 
The total interval number of a graph ),(= EVG  is defined as )(GI  
fvf
Vv
:|})({|{min= ∑ ∈ is a multiple interval representation of }G . 
A new generalization of interval graphs called t -interval graphs is introduced by 
Trotter and Harary [110], and Griggs and West [45]. A graph G  is called t -interval 
graphs if tGi ≤)( . The t -interval graphs are applicable in scheduling and resource 
allocation [5], communication protocols [18], computational biology [24, 27], monitoring 
[18], etc. 
The class of t -interval graph is richer than interval graphs, for example, the class 
of 2-interval graphs include circular-arc graphs, outerplanar graphs, cubic graphs, line 
graphs and 3-interval graphs include all planar graphs [106]. The class of graphs with 
maximum degree ∆  are +∆ 1)/2( -interval graphs [45], while the complete bipartite 
graph nmK ,  is a ++ )1)/(( nmmn -interval graph. Every graph with n  vertices is a 
+ 1)/4(n -interval graph. 
  
Definition 2.1. The k -gap interval graph is a graph that have a multiple interval 
representation whose total number of intervals exceed the number of vertices by at most k
, i.e. a graph G  on n  vertices is a k -gap interval graph if knGI +≤)( .   
In a k -gap interval graph with multiple interval representation f , a vertex 
Vv ∈  has a gap if 2|)(| ≥vf . 
A k -gap interval graph can be obtained from an interval graph by a sequence of at 
most k  operations of identifying pairs of vertices. A multiple interval representation of 
G  has k  gaps if kVvf
Vv
+∑ ∈ ||=|)(| .  
Definition 2.2. A graph ),(= EVG  is an interval kv+  graph if there is a vertex set 
VX ⊆ , with kX ≤|| , such that XG \  is an interval graph. The vertex set X  is 
called as interval deletion set of G .   
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The recognition of k -gap interval graphs is NP-hard [57]. 
 
Lemma 2.9. [33] An interval kv+  graph on n  vertices has )2( knO maximal cliques.  
Most of the problems, viz. recognition, 3-coloring, dominating set, independent 
sets, Hamiltonian cycle, etc. are NP-hard. 
 
Lemma 2.10. [33] Feedback vertex set and clique cover problems can be solved in 
(1))log((2 OkkO n ) and )(2 (1)Ok nO  times respectively, on interval kv+  graphs with n  
vertices.  
Several approximation algorithms are design to solve optimization problems on 
multiple-interval graphs [18]. 
 
2.4. Dotted interval graphs 
A dotted interval ),,( dtsI  is an arithmetic progression },,2,,{ gtdsdss …++ , where 
ts,  and d  are positive integers and d  is called the jump. When 1=d , the dotted 
interval ),,( dtsI  is simply the ordinary interval ],[ ts  over the positive integer line. A 
dotted interval graph is an intersection graph of dotted intervals. Like interval graph, for 
each dotted interval vI  there is a vertex v  and if φ≠∩ vu II  then there is an edge 
between the vertices u  and v . If the jumps of all intervals are at most d , then the graph 
is called the d -dotted-interval ( d -DIG). An example of 2-dotted interval graph is shown 
in Figure 6. In this figure we consider five dotted intervals (1,5,2)= IIa ={1,3,5} , 
(2,3,1)= IIb ={2,3} , }7,5,3,1{(1,7,2)= =II c , (4,6,2)= IId ={4,6} , (6,8,2)= IIe
={6,8}. Note that each dotted interval is a set of integers and each set of integers forms an 
arithmetic progression.  
In [3,4], Aumann et al. introduced the dotted interval graphs in the context of high 
throughput genotyping. They used dotted intervals to model microsatellite polymorphisms 
which are used in a genotyping technique called microsatellite genotyping. The respective 
genotyping problem translates to minimum coloring in d -DIGs for small d . They have 
shown that minimum coloring in d -DIGs is NP-hard even for 2=d . 
 
Theorem 2.15. [3] Every graph with a countable number of nodes is a dotted interval 
graph.  
 
Theorem 2.16. [3] For all 1≥d , d -DIG 1)( +⊆/ d -DIG.  
 
Theorem 2.17. [47] Maximum independent set and minimum vertex cover in d -DIG 
graphs can be computed in )( ddnO -time.  
Using the approach to solve maximum independent set problem, the minimum 
dominating set problem in d -DIG graphs has been solved in [47]. 
Theorem 2.18. [47] The minimum dominating set on d -DIG graphs with n  vertices can 
be solved in )( )2(2 dOndO  time.  
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Figure 6: A set of dotted intervals and corresponding 2-dotted interval graph 
  
It is well known that an interval graph with maximum clique size k  has 
pathwidth 1−k . 
  
Definition 2.3. A clique K  in a d -DIG graph with dotted interval representation I  is 
a point clique if there exists a point Np ∈  which is included in every IIv ∈  with 
Kv∈ .   
 
Lemma 2.11. [47] A d -DIG graph with maximum point clique size k  has pathwidth at 
most 1−dk .  
An interesting corollary of the above lemma is stated below. 
 
Corollary 2.2. [47] There is a linear-time algorithm for solving minimum vertex cover 
restricted to d -DIG graphs given with representations that have maximum point clique 
size k .  
 
Theorem 2.19. [3] Coloring of d -DIGs is NP-complete for any 2≥d .  
It may be noted that 1-DIGs are interval graphs, which are polynomially colorable. 
Thus, there is a clear distinction between 1-DIG and 2-DIG. 
 
3. Tolerance graphs 
Let }:{= VuII u ∈  and }:{= Vutt u ∈  be the sets of intervals and tolerances. A graph 
),(= EVG  is called a tolerance graph [43] if each vertex Vv ∈  can be assigned a closed 
interval vI  and a tolerance 
+∈ Rtv  so that Evu ∈),(  if and only if || vu II ∩
 
},{min vu tt≥ . Such a collection 〉〈 tI ,  of intervals and tolerances is called a tolerance 
representation. If graph G  has a tolerance representation with || vv It ≤  for all Vv ∈ , 
then G  is called a bounded tolerance graph and the representation is called a bounded 
tolerance representation. Let  
[5,7]}=[4,8],=[9,11],=[8,11],=[3,9],=[1,4],=[0,3],={= gfedcba IIIIIIII  
be a set of intervals and }=1,=1,=1,=4,=1,=1,={= ∞gfedcba tttttttt  be a set of 
tolerances. The interval representation and the corresponding interval graph are shown in 
Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Interval representation and its corresponding interval graph 
  
The tolerance representation 〉〈 tI ,  and the corresponding tolerance graph are 
shown in Figure 8. 
                                                                      
Figure 8: Tolerance representation and its corresponding tolerance graph 
  
Note that there is no edge between the vertices c  and g  in tolerance graph 
(though φ≠∩ gc II ) since },{2|=| gcgc ttII ≥/∩ . 
That is, the graph of Figure 8(b) is a tolerance graph but not an interval graph. 
It can be easily verified that an induced subgraph of a tolerance graph is a tolerance 
graph and induced subgraph of a tolerance graph and induced subgraph of a bounded 
tolerance graph is also a bounded tolerance graph. If 〉〈 tI ,  is a tolerance representation of 
a tolerance graph G  and vI  is a point, then the corresponding vertex v  is an isolated 
vertex of G . Again, if 〉〈 tI ,  is bounded tolerance representation of G , then no interval 
vI  is a point. 
A tolerance representation is called regular [44] if 
(i) any tolerance large than the length of its corresponding interval is set to infinity. 
(ii) all tolerances are distinct. 
(iii) no two different intervals share an endpoint. 
 
Lemma 3.1. [44] Every tolerance graph has a tolerance representation.  
If vt  for all Vv ∈  are constant then the tolerances are called constant. For 
constant tolerance the following theorem is important. 
 
Theorem 3.1. [43,44] The following are equivalent statements about a graph G . 
(i) G  is an interval graph. 
(ii) G  is a tolerance graph with constant tolerance. 
(iii) G  is a bounded tolerance graph with constant tolerances.  
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Let 1L  and 2L  be two horizontal lines where 1L  is top line and 2L  is the 
bottom line. A graph G  is a parallelogram graph if each vertex Vi ∈  is associated to a 
parallelogram iP  with parallel side along 1L  and 2L . Thus, G  is an intersection graph. 
This is also a special type of trapezoid graph. 
Theorem 3.2. [44] A graph is a bounded tolerance graph if and only if it is a 
parallelogram graph.  
In 1984, Golumbic, Monma and Trotter proved the following result. 
Theorem 3.3. [44] Tolerance graphs are weakly chordal.  
 
They also proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. [44] The tolerance graphs are perfect.  
A tolerance graph is called unit tolerance graph if all intervals have the same 
length. A graph is called 50% tolerance graph if it has a tolerance representation 〉〈 tI ,  so 
that ||
2
1
= vv It  for all Vv ∈ . In general, if G  has a tolerance representation for which 
there is a constant c  with ctI vv =2|| −  for all Vv ∈ , then the tolerance representation 
has constant cores. 
 
Theorem 3.5. [44] The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) G  is a unit tolerance graph. 
(ii) G  is a 50% tolerance graph. 
(iii) G  has a bounded tolerance representation with constant cores.  
It is easy to verify the following result. 
 
Theorem 3.6. [16] Interval graphs are unit tolerance graph.  
 
Theorem 3.7. [44] Let ),,(= EYXG  be a bipartite graph. The following conditions are 
equivalent 
(i) G  is a bounded tolerance graph. 
(ii) G  is a trapezoid graph. 
(iii) G  is a cocomparability graph. 
(iv) G  is AT-free.  
(v) G  is a permutation graph.  
 
4. Circular-arc graphs 
A graph is a  circular-arc graph if there exists a family A  of arcs around a circle and a 
one-to-one correspondence between vertices of G  and arcs in A , such that two distinct 
vertices are adjacent in G  if and only if the corresponding arcs intersect in A . Such a 
family of arcs is called an  arc representation for G . 
A graph G  is a  proper circular-arc (PCA) graph if there exists an arc 
representation for G  such that no arc is properly included in another. Tucker [112] 
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presented a characterization and an efficient recognition algorithm, using matrix 
characterizations, for recognizing PCA graphs. Deng  et al. [29] presented a recognition 
algorithm that runs in linear time, and also produces a PCA model within this time bound 
when the graph is a PCA graph. 
A graphG is a unit circular-arc (UCA) graph if there exists an arc representation 
for G  such that all the arcs are of the same length. Tucker [113] presented a 
characterization by forbidden subgraphs for this class of graphs. This characterization 
shows that UCA graphs are proper subclass of PCA graphs. They can be useful in traffic 
control, when it is necessary that the green traffic lights for each lane at a street intersection 
are on for the same amount of time [42]. 
A family S  of subsets satisfied the Helly property when every subfamily of S  
consisting of pairwise intersecting subsets has a common element. A graph is a  Helly 
circular-arc (HCA) graph if there exists an arc model for G  such that the arcs satisfy the 
Helly property. 
Circular-arc graphs have many applications in different fields such as genetic 
research, traffic control, computer compiler design, statistics, etc.. McConnell [65] 
proposed an )( mnO +  time algorithm for recognizing a circular-arc graph. 
Let },,,{= 21 naaaS …  be a family of n  arcs on a circle C . Each endpoint of 
the arcs is assigned a positive integer, called a  coordinate. The endpoints of each arc are 
located on the circumference of C  in the ascending order of the values of the coordinates 
in the clockwise direction. For convenience, each arc niai ,1,2,=, … , is represented as 
),( ii th , where ih (the head) and it  (the  tail) denote, respectively the starting and ending 
points of the arc when it is traversed in clockwise manner, starting with an arbitrary chosen 
point on C  which is not an endpoint of any arc in S . 
Without loss of generality, we assume the following:   
    1.  No single arc in S  covers the entire circle C  by itself (otherwise, the shortest 
path problem becomes trivial and in this case the distance between any two arcs is either 1 
or 2 unit). 
    2.  No two arcs share a common endpoint. 
    3.  CCi
n
i
=
1=
∪  (otherwise, the problem becomes one on interval graph).  
    4.  The endpoints of the arcs in S  are already given and sorted, according to the 
order in which they are visited during the clockwise (anticlockwise, if necessary) traversal 
along C  by starting at 1a . 
    5.  The arcs are sorted in increasing values of ih ’s, i.e. ji hh >  for ji > .  
 
The family of arcs S  is said to be  canonical if   
    1.  ih ’s and it ’s for ni ,1,2,= …  are all distinct integers between 1 and n2 , and  
    2.  point 1 is the head of the arc 1a .  
When S  is not canonical, using sorting one can construct a canonical family of 
arcs using )log( nnO  time. In this article we assume that the family S  is canonical. 
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Given the set of arcs S , a path from the arc Sa ∈  to the arc Sb∈  is a 
sequence ),,,(= 21 kaaa …σ  of arcs in S  such that aa =1  and bak = , and ia  and 
1+ia  have some common points for every 1.,1,2,= −ki …  The  length of σ  is the 
number of arcs on σ , and σ  is a  shortest path from a  to b  if it has the smallest 
length among all possible a -to-b  paths in S . 
A circular-arc representation of an undirected graph G  which fails to cover some 
point p  on the circle will be topologically the same as an interval representation of G . 
In this case, we can cut the circle at p  and straighten it out to a straight line, the arcs 
become intervals. It is easy to see, therefore, that every interval graph is a circular-arc 
graph. The converse, however, is false. 
For an arc Sai ∈  and an endpoint j of another arc in S , we say that ia  
contains point j  if one of the following three conditions hold.   
    1.  ntjh ii 2<<1 ≤≤  (Figure 9(a)).  
    2.  njht ii 2<<1 ≤≤  (Figure 9(b)).  
    3.  nhtj ii 2<<1 ≤≤  (Figure 9(c)).  
Let ),(= EVG  be a PCA graph and },,,{= 21 naaa …ρ  a proper circular-arc 
model for G . 
        An ),( kn - circuit of G  with respect to ρ  is a set },,,{ 21 nvvv …  of vertices 
1)( ≥n , such that iv  and 1+iv  are adjacent 1)(1 −≤≤ ni , nv  is adjacent to 1v , arc 
1+ia  starts clockwise from the counterclockwise endpoint of arc ia , and the set of arcs 
wraps k  times around the circle. To count the number of turns around the circle, we walk 
along the circumference starting at the counterclockwise endpoint of 1a , jumping from 1a  
to 2a , from 2a  to 3a , and so on, and each time we pass by the starting point, we count a 
new turn. 
 
Figure 9: Position of the point j  within the are ia  (a) ntjh ii 2<<1 ≤≤ ,  
               (b) njht ii 2<<1 ≤≤ , (c) nhtj ii 2<<1 ≤≤  
An ),( lm - independent set is a set },,,{ 21 mvvv …  of vertices 1)( ≥m , such that 
iv  and 1+iv  are nonadjacent 1)(1 −≤≤ mi , mv  is nonadjacent to 1v , arc 1+ia  is an 
arc that starts clockwise from the clockwise endpoint of arc ia , and the set of arcs wraps 
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l  times around the circle. We count the number of turns around the circle in the same 
manner as before, but now we consider the last turn as complete, i.e. we add 1 to the total 
number of turns. 
The graph ),( knCI , with kn > , is the circular-arc graph corresponding to the 
circular-arc model built in the following way: let ε  be a positive real number and 1=r  
be the radius of the circle. Draw n  arcs 110 ,,, −naaa …  of length εpi +nkl /2=1  such 
that each ia starts at ni/2pi and ends at εpi ++ nki )/(2 , i.e. )(,2/(2= kiniai +pipi . 
)/ ε+n . Afterward, draw n  arcs 110 ,,, −nbbb …  of length εpi −nkl /2=2 , such that 
each ib  starts at ni )/(2 pipi +  and ends at εpipi −++ nki )/)((2 , i.e. =ib
))/)((2,)/((2 εpipipipi −+++ nkini . 
Theorem 4.1. [113] Let G  be a proper circular-arc graph. Then G  is a unit 
circular-arc graph if and only if G  contains no ),( knCI  subgraphs, with kn,  
relatively prime and kn 2> .  
 
Theorem 4.2. [31] Let G  be a proper circular-arc graph. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) G  is not a unit circular-arc graph, 
(ii) G  contains a ),( knCI  subgraph, with kn,  relatively prime and kn 2> .  
The following theorem guarantees that every PCA graph can be represented with 
no circle-covering pairs of arcs. 
 
Theorem 4.3. [42, 113] If G  is a proper circular-arc graph, then G  has a proper 
circular-arc model in which no pair of arcs covers the circle.  
 
Lemma 4.1. [113] If G  is a unit circular-arc graph, then it is also a proper circular-arc 
graph.  
       For two distinct arcs ia  and ja  in S , we say that they  intersect with each other 
if one of them contains at least one of the endpoints of the other arc; otherwise ia  and ja  
are said to be independent from each other. If ia  contains both endpoints of ja , we say 
that ia
 
contains ja . 
       An undirected graph ),(= EVG  is a  circular-arc graph if and only if 
    (i) its vertices are circularly indexed as nvvv ,,, 21 … , and 
    (ii) Evv ji ∈),( , provided ia  and ja  intersect with each other, where iv  and jv  
are the vertices in the graph G  corresponding to the arcs ia  and ja  in S  respectively. 
It may be noted that the arc ia  and vertex iv  or i  are one and the same thing. 
 
Corollary 4.1. A tree is a circular-arc graph if and only if it is an interval graph.  
Proof:  Let G  be a circular-arc graph which is a tree and suppose that it is not an interval 
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graph. Therefore, by Theorem 2.4, G  contain some of the graphs shown in Figure 3. 
Since G  is a tree, this induced subgraph can only be *G . But this graph is not a 
circular-arc graph, which is a contradiction. The converse is true because interval graphs 
are a subclass of circular-arc graphs.                                                                   
The maximum independent set problem is NP-complete for general graphs [35]. 
We consider a fixed line drawn from the centre of the circle and passing through the 
finishing point of any arc. Some arcs are intersected by this line. This set of arcs is called 
the set of  backward arcs denoted by BS  and the remaining set of arcs are called the set 
of  forward arcs denoted by FS . Let k  be the number of arcs that are intersected by the 
line, i.e. kSB |=| . First we label the endpoints of this set of arcs along the clockwise 
direction starting from 1 to k  as their successive starting points are encountered. Then we 
label the remaining arcs from 1+k  to n  as their starting points are encountered. In this 
process, we specify an order of the arcs by increasing counterclockwise ends. If any two 
arcs iA  and jA  share the common points of the circle the arcs are said to be  
intersecting arcs. If two arcs do not share a common point of the circle then they are called  
independent arcs. 
We are only interested in the case where every point on the circle covered by at 
least one arc. If some portions on the circle is not covered by any arc, of any circular-arc 
graph, then a gap exists. In this case, arc model of this graph can be viewed simply as an 
interval model that has been bent around the circle. In this case, the maximum weight 
independent set can be computed by applying any algorithm designed for interval graph. 
        In the following we present some results of circular-arc graph.  
 
Lemma 4.2. The arcs of BS  form a clique.  
Proof: The arcs of BS  must intersect each other at the line which is drawn from the 
circumference of circle, i.e. any two arcs intersect each other. Thus, they form a clique.  
 
 
Figure 10: Example of a circular-arc graph and its circular arc representation. 
  
Lemma 4.3. If X  is the maximum weight independent set of A  and Z  be any clique, 
then 1|=| ZX ∩ .  
Proof: Any two vertices of Z  are connected by at least one edge. So we cannot take more 
than one vertex of Z  into X  otherwise will not remain independent. Thus, 
.1|| ≤∩ ZX Also, if φ|=| ZX ∩  then including of any vertex of Z  into X , it 
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remains independent and weight will be greater than the previous set. Hence, it must be 
.1|=| ZX ∩                                                                                                                                 
The following lemma is very interesting.  
Lemma 4.4. The graph ][\ iNG  is an interval graph for any i , where ][iN  is the close 
neighbour of the vertex i .  
Let iS  be the maximum weight independent set of the graph ][\ iNG . The set 
}{iSi∪  is a maximal independent set of the circular-arc graph G . 
Theorem 4.4. [61] The maximum weight independent set of a circular-arc graph with n  
vertices can be computed using )( 2nO  time.  
Theorem 4.5. [63] The set of hinge vertices of a circular-arc graph can be computed using 
)(nO  time, where n  is the number of vertices.  
The 2-neighbourhood covering problem on circular-arc graph is solved by 
converting it to an appropriate interval graph. The main reason for this conversion is that 
the interval graph can easily be take up with its good data structure interval tree. Pal and 
Bhattachajee [85] have developed the data structure interval tree. Thus, to solve the 
problem we first transfer the family of arcs to an equivalent family of intervals on a real 
line. 
Let A  be the set of arcs of the circular-arc graph and I  be the set of intervals on 
the real line. First, we consider a ray through the finishing point of the arc nA , i.e. nf . We 
consider the arc nA  as an interval nI , where finishing endpoint of nA  is right endpoint 
of nI  and starting endpoint of nA  is left endpoint of nI . Similarly, we transfer all arcs 
1,1,2,=, −niAi …  of the circular-arc graph G  to the interval iI  of the interval graph. 
Also we add one more interval corresponding to the arc nA  and we label this interval as 0. 
The left endpoint of the interval 0I  is less than the left endpoint of the interval 1I  and the 
right endpoint of 0I  is greater than the left endpoint of the interval 1I . 
We define the interval graph corresponding to the circular-arc graph G  as 
),(= EVG ′′′ . In G′ , there is one more vertex corresponding to the interval 0I . So, we 
define the vertex set of the interval graph as V ′  which is equal to {0}∪V . 
Theorem 4.6. The 2-neighbourhood covering set of any one of the circular-arc graph can 
be computed in )(nO  time.  
To compute all-pairs shortest distances of the circular-arc graph the basic idea of 
our proposed algorithm is as follows. At first we transfer circular-arc graph into two 
interval graphs. Then we construct two interval trees for these two interval graphs. Next we 
find the distance between two vertices in each tree and minimum of those two values, i.e. 
two distances is the shortest distance between two vertices of the circular-arc graph. 
Theorem 4.7. [103] The all-pair shortest paths problem on circular-arc graph can be 
solved in )( 2nO  time.  
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The next-to-shortest path from the vertex i  to the vertex j  is the shortest path 
from the vertex i  to the vertex j  amongst those the distances strictly greater than the 
shortest distance. If no such path exist, we say that the distance of next-to-shortest path is 
∞ . The length of the next-to-shortest path is called  next-to-shortest distance. 
Theorem 4.8. [62] The next-to-shortest paths problem on circular-arc graph can be solved 
in )( 2nO  time.  
The  average distance )(Gµ  of a connected graph is defined to be the average 
of all distances in G  as  
),,(
1)(
1
=)(
,
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nn
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where ),( yxδ  denotes the length of a shortest path joining the vertices x  and y . The 
average distance can be used as a tool in analytic networks where the performance time is 
proportional to the distance between any two nodes. It is a measure of the time needed in 
the average case, as opposed to the diameter, which indicates the maximum performance 
time. 
Theorem 4.9. [64] The average distance of a circular-arc graph can be computed in 
)( 2nO  time.  
 
5. Chordal graphs 
A graph is said to be chordal if each of its cycles of four or more nodes has a chord, which 
is an edge joining two nodes that are not adjacent in the cycle. In other words, a chordal 
graph is a graph with no induced cycles of length more than three. 
From the above definition one can say that an undirected graph is chordal if it does 
not contain an induced subgraph isomorphic to 
nC  for 3>n . Thus, interval graphs are 
chordal. 
Chordal graphs are a subset of perfect graphs [42]. They are also known as rigid 
circuit graphs or triangulated graphs. 
The vertices of a chordal graph can be ordered in a systematic way which is very 
useful in designing algorithms on chordal graphs, is known as perfect elimination 
ordering. A vertex is called simplicial if its adjacency set induces a complete subgraph, 
that is, a clique (not necessarily maximal). A permutation ],,,[= 21 nvvv …σ  of the 
vertices of an undirected graph G , or a bijection },{1,2,: nV …→σ , is called a perfect 
elimination order if each iv  is a simplicial vertex of the subgraph of G  induced by 
},,,{ 21 nvvv … . 
 
Theorem 5.1. [34] A graph is chordal if and only if it has a perfect elimination ordering.  
 
Theorem 5.2. For a graph G  on n  vertices, the following conditions are equivalent:  
1. G  has a perfect elimination ordering. 
2. G  is chordal. 
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3. If H  is any induced subgraph of G  and S  is a vertex separator of H  of minimal 
size then vertices of S induce a clique.  
Chordal graphs can be recognized in linear time. 
 
Lemma 5.1. A chordal graph has at most n  maximal cliques.  
Chordal graphs are a subclass of the well known perfect graphs. Other superclasses 
of chordal graphs include weakly chordal graphs, odd-hole-free graphs and even-hole-free 
graphs. In fact, chordal graphs are precisely the graphs that are both odd-hole-free and 
even-hole-free. 
Using results of Dirac [30], Fulkerson and Gross [34], Buneman [17], Gavril [37] 
and Rose et al. [99], we have: 
 
Theorem 5.3. The following statements are equivalent and characterize chordal graphs. 
(i) G  has a simplicial elimination scheme. 
(ii) Every minimal separator is a clique. 
(iii) G  admits a maximal clique tree. 
(iv) G  is the intersection graph of subtrees in a tree. 
(v) Any LexBFS provides a simplicial elimination scheme.  
Given an undirected graph ),(= EVG , and two non-adjacent vertices a  and b, 
a subset VS ⊂  is an ba, -separator if the removal of S  separates a  and b  in distinct 
connected components. If no proper subset of S  is an ba, -separator then S  is a 
minimal ba, -separator. A minimal separator is a set of vertices S  for which there exist 
non-adjacent vertices a  and b  such that S  is a minimal ba, -separator. 
It is known that the minimal separators of a chordal graphs are complete subgraphs 
[30]. Let ),(= EVG  be a chordal graph. The clique-graph of G , denoted by 
),,(=)( µcc EVGC  with NEc →:µ  is defined by 
(a) The vertex set 
cV  is the set of maximal cliques of G ; 
(b) The edge ),( 21 CC  belongs to cE  if and only if the intersection 21 CC ∩  is a 
minimal ba, -separator for each )( 21 CCa −∈  and each )( 12 CCb −∈ ; 
(c) The edges of cji VCC ∈),(  are weighted by the cardinality of the 
corresponding minimal separator :ijS  |=|),( ijji SCCµ . 
Let jiij CCS ∩=  if and only if ijS  is a minimal ba, -separator for each 
ji CCa −∈  and each ij CCb −∈ . 
 
Lemma 5.2. Let ),,( 321 CCC  be a 3-cycle in )(GC  and let 12S , 13S , 23S  be the 
associated minimal separators of G . Then two of these three minimal separators are 
equal and included in the third.  
But, the converse of this result is not true. 
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Lemma 5.3. [36] Let )(GC  be the clique graph of the chordal graph G . Let 1C , 2C , 
3C  be three maximal cliques such that cECC ∈),( 21  and cECC ∈),( 31 , then 
1312 SS ⊂  ⇒  cECC ∈),( 32 .  
A reversible elimination scheme is just an ordering of the vertices which is 
simplicial in both directions. A vertex is said to be bisimplicial if its neighbourhood can be 
partitioned into two cliques. Furthermore, if a graph G  admits such a reversible 
elimination scheme, this implies that each vertex is either simplicial or bisimplicial. 
Therefore, such a graph cannot contain any claw )( 1,3K  as subgraph. 
Theorem 5.4. A graph G  admits a reversible ordering if and only if G  is proper 
interval graph.  
 
5.1. Weakly chordal graphs 
A graph ),(= EVG  is chordal if and only if every cycle of length 3>  in G  has a 
chord. A graph ),(= EVG  is weakly chordal if and only if every cycle of length 4>  in 
G  and the complement graph G  has a chord. 
 
 
Figure 11: (b) is complement of (a). (a) and (b) both are chordal and weakly chordal.  
        (c) is weakly chordal but not chordal. (d) is neither chordal nor weakly chordal. 
  
Weakly chordal graphs were introduced by Hayward [39] in 1985. Both, chordal 
and weakly chordal graphs are perfect. 
 
Theorem 5.5. [39] Every chordal graph is weakly chordal.  
 
Theorem 5.6. [30] Any non-complete chordal graph has at least two non-adjacent 
simplicial vertices.  
It may be verified that all induced subgraphs of a chordal graph also are chordal. 
A vertex is LB-simplicial if all the minimal separators included in its 
neighborhood are cliques [2]. 
 
Theorem 5.7. [2] A graph ),(= EVG  is weakly chordal if and only if every edge of E  
is LB-simplicial.  
 
Theorem 5.8. [107] Weakly chordal graph can be recognized in )( 2mO  time, where m  
is the number of edges of the graph.  
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6. Permutation graphs 
An undirected graph ),(= EVG  with vertices },{1,2,= nV …  is called a permutation 
graph if there exists a permutation pi  on },{1,2,= nN …  such that for all Nji ∈, ,  
0<))()()(( 11 jiji −− −− pipi  
if and only if i  and j  are joined by an edge in G  [42]. Geometrically, the integers 
n,1,2,…  are drawn in order on a real line called as  upper line and )(,(2),(1), npipipi …  
on a line parallel to this line called as  lower line such that for each Ni ∈ , i  is directly 
below )(ipi . Next, for each Vi ∈ , a line segment is drawn from i  on the lower line to i  
on the upper line and it is denoted by )(il . Then from definition it follows that there is an 
edge ),( ji  in G  if and only if the line segment )(il  for i  intersects the line segment 
)( jl  for j . 
As an illustration, a permutation graph with its permutation representation is 
considered in Figure 12. 
A large amount of works on permutation graphs are done by several scholars [66, 
69, 70, 71, 87, 86, 100, 114]. 
Many important and useful characterizations are available on permutation graphs, 
some of them are presented below. 
 
Figure 12: (a) A permutation pi , (b) The corresponding permutation graph. 
  
Let pi  be the permutation on N  corresponding to the permutation graph ][piG . 
If we reverse the sequence pi  then we obtain a graph which is also a permutation graph 
and it is nothing but the complement of the graph ][piG . In other words, if pi ′  be the 
reverse order of pi  then ][=][ pipi GG ′′  [42]. 
Thus we have the following result. 
 
Lemma 6.1. The complement of a permutation graph is also a permutation graph.  
Another property of the graph ][piG  is that it is transitively orientable. 
An important result proposed by Pnueli [90] is stated below: 
 
Theorem 6.1. An undirected graph G  is a permutation graph if and only if G  and its 
complement graph G′  are comparability graph.  
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One observation between the cliques, stable sets and subsequences of pi  is given 
below: 
 
Lemma 6.2. The decreasing subsequences of pi  and the cliques of ][piG  are in 
one-to-one correspondence. The increasing subsequence of pi  and the stable sets of 
][piG  are in one-to-one correspondence.  
Let 2P  be a two dimensional plane whose axes are indexed by i  and )(1 i−pi . 
For a given permutation graph ),(= EVG , corresponding to each vertex 
},{1,2,= nVi …∈  we define a point ijp  in 2P  as )(=),,( 1 ijji −pi . The origin of the 
plane 2P  is (0,0).=00p  Let },1,2,=),(=:{=)( 1 niijpGS ij …−pi  be the set of all 
such points in the plane 2P . Thus a one to one correspondence between the set of vertices 
V  of the permutation graph G  and the set of points )(GS  of the point representation of 
G  is established. The point representation of the graph of Figure 12 is shown in Figure 13. 
Two points ijp  and klp  ( )(=),(= 11 klij −− pipi ) of )(GS  are said to be  
non-connected if either ki <  and lj <  or ki >  and lj > . Further ijp  is said to be  
directly non-connected with klp  if ijp  is non-connected with klp  and there exists no 
other point )(GSprs ∈  lsjnri <<,<<  such that ijp  is non-connected with rsp  
and rsp  is non-connected with klp . For example, the points 22p  and 74p  of Figure 13 
are non-connected as 7<2 , 4<2 . The points 15p  and 22p  are not non-connected as 
2<1  but 2>5 . The points 22p  and 43p  are directly non-connected, but, 22p  and 
74p  are not directly non-connected as there is a point 43p  between 22p  and 74p  
satisfying 7<4<2  and 4<3<2 . Two points are  connected if they are not 
non-connected. 
 
Lemma 6.3. Two points ijp  and )(GSprs ∈  are connected if 
(a) ri <  and sj >  or (b) ri >  and sj < .  
A relation between connected points of )(GS  and corresponding edges of G  is 
established in the following lemma. 
 
Lemma 6.4. Let )(, GSpp klij ∈  be two points corresponding to two vertices Vki ∈, . 
The vertices i  and k  are connected by an edge in G  if and only if ijp  and klp  are 
connected.  
A sequence of points in )(GS  is called a  chain if any point of it is directly 
non-connected with the next one. A chain of )(GS  is said to be  maximal if it is not 
contained in any other chain of )(GS . A chain of )(GS  is said to be  maximum if its 
length (the number of points in the chain) is maximum. Let niiw ,1,2,=),( …  be the 
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weight of the vertex i  and niiwpw ij ,1,2,=),(=)( …  be the weight of the point ijp . A 
chain of )(GS  is said to be of  maximum weight if the sum of the weights of the points of 
that chain is maximum. A  path of a tree is an alternating sequence of nodes and edges 
such that starting and ending nodes are different. 
 
 
Figure 13: Point representation of the permutation graph of Figure 12 in plane 2P . 
  
A tree )(GT  is constructed recursively as follows: 
Let 00p  be the root of )(GT . All the points directly non-connected with 00p  are 
taken as the children of 00p . Let )(GDi  be the set of all directly non-connected points of 
ijp . If ijp  is a node of )(GT  then its children are the members of )(GDi . 
It may be noted that the nodes of )(GT  are the members of )(}{ 00 GSp ∪ , but, 
the number of nodes is not equal to the cardinality of )(}{ 00 GSp ∪ . From the definition 
of )(GT , it is obvious that, if ijp  is the parent of klp  then ijp  is directly 
non-connected with klp . One node may appear more than once in the tree )(GT . But, no 
vertices appear more than once in a path starting from a leaf to the root of )(GT . Thus the 
number of nodes of any path starting from a leaf to the root of )(GT  is not more than n . 
From this analogy it is obvious that if the permutation graph G  has n  maximal 
independent sets then the total number of nodes of the tree )(GT  is )( 2nO . This 
situation occurs for most of the permutation graphs. But, a permutation graph may have 
more than )(nO  maximal independent sets. For example, let ),(= 111 EVG  where 
},{1,2,=1 nV …  and 1},1,2,=:1),{(=1 −+ niiiE …  be the sets of vertices and edges 
of a permutation graph. This graph has more than )(nO  maximal independent sets. But, 
this graph is a chain, a tree, an interval graph, a trapezoid graph, etc. In general, this graph 
may be regarded as a general graph. Let the total numbers of nodes of )(GT  be N . 
The tree )(GT  for the graph of Figure 12 is shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: The tree )(GT  for the graph of Figure 12. 
  
From the definition of )(GT  it follows that if any two nodes lie on the same path 
in the tree )(GT  then their corresponding vertices are non-connected in the graph G . So 
the points of any path from a leaf to the root of )(GT  form a chain. 
 
Lemma 6.5. [104] The vertices corresponding to the points of any path from a leaf to the 
root of )(GT  form a maximal independent set in G .  
 
Theorem 6.2. [82,104] A maximum weight independent set of a permutation graph with n  
vertices can be computed in )( 2nO  time, provided the graph has at most )(nO  maximal 
independent sets.  
For a weighted permutation graph G  the maximum weight k -independent set 
problem is defined as follows: 
Given a weighted permutation graph G , such that each vertex Vv ∈  has a 
positive weight )(vwt , the maximum weight k -independent (MWkI) set problem on G  
is to find a set of k  disjoint partitions kHHH ,,, 21 …  of G  such that its weight 
)(vwt
kQv∑ ∈  is maximum, where i
k
ik HQ 1== ∪ . 
 
Theorem 6.3. The maximum weight k -independent set problem can be solved in 
)( 2knO  time on permutation graph [100] and log 	 
  time on interval 
graph, where m and c represent respectively the number of edges and weight of the longest 
path of the [79,81]. 
The depth-first search (DFS) is an important problem in graph theory. A very 
efficient algorithm is designed in [66] for DFS on permutation graphs, which also 
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constucts a depth-first tree. 
 
Theorem 6.4. [66] The depth-first tree of a permutation graph can be constructed in 
)(nO  time.  
For a given subset T  of V , called as set of target vertices, a set VS ⊂  is said 
to be a  Steiner set for T  in G  if 
      (i) S  is a subset of TV − , i.e. TVS −⊆ , 
      (ii) the subgraph induced by TS ∪  in G  is connected. 
The Steiner set S  is said to be  ‘minimum cardinality Steiner set’, if the 
cardinality of S  is minimum. A spanning tree of a connected subgraph induced by 
TS ∪  in G  is called a  Steiner tree. 
The minimum cardinality Steiner set problem is the problem of finding the 
minimum number of vertices to connect a given set of target vertices T . Finding the 
minimum Steiner set of an arbitrary graph is known to be NP-complete. 
 
Theorem 6.5. [69] The minimum cardinality Steiner tree and Steiner set can be computed 
in )(nO  time.  
 
Theorem 6.6. [93] Minimum cardinality 2-neighbourhood covering set of a permutation 
graph can be computed in )( mnO + , where m  is the number of edges of the complement 
graph. 
Let 1>k  be a positive integer which is given together with the input graph. For 
two distinct vertices u  and v  in G , the distance ),( vud  between u  and v  is the 
length (i.e. number of edges) of a shortest path between u  and v . A vertex Vu ∈  is said 
to be  k -dominates the vertex Vv ∈  if kvud ≤),( . A subset VD ⊆  is a  k
-dominating set in G if for every Vv ∈  there is at least one Du ∈  with kvud ≤),( . 
D  is a  total k -dominating set of G  if every vertex Vv ∈  is k -dominated by a 
vertex in D  and for Du ∈  there is at least one vertex Duw ∈≠ )(  with kwud ≤),( . 
Note that the subgraph induced by a total k -dominating set may have isolated vertices for 
1>k . 
 
Theorem 6.7. [95] The minimum cardinality k -domination set and a minimum 
cardinality total k -domination set can be computed in )( mnO +  time.  
A subset D  of V  is called a distance k -dominating set of G  if each 
DVx \∈  is within distance k  from some vertices of D . The minimum cardinality of a 
distance k -dominating set in G  is the distance k -domination number of G , denoted 
by )(Gkγ . The distance  k -domination problem is to find a )(Gkγ  in G . The distance 
1-domination number )(1 Gγ  is the usual domination number )(Gγ . In general, 
determining )(Gkγ  is NP-complete [35]. 
Theorem 6.8. [95] The minimum cardinality distance k -domination set on permutation 
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graph can be determined in )( 2nO  time.  
Like interval graph, the all-pair shortest path problem on permutation graph can 
also be solved in optimal time as stated below. 
Theorem 6.9. [67] The all-pair shortest paths problem can be solved on permutation 
graphs in )( 2nO  time. Also, the average distance can be determined in )( 2nO  time.  
Theorem 6.10. [7] The time complexity to find the next-to-shortest path between any two 
specified vertices in permutation graph is )( 2nO .  
For a fixed positive integer k , a k -tuple domination set of a graph ),(= EVG  
is a subset VD ⊆ such that every vertex in V  is dominated by at least k  vertices in D
. The k -tuple domination number )(Gk×γ  is the minimum size of a k -tuple dominating 
set of G . The special case when 1=k  is the usual domination. The case when 2=k  
was called double domination or 2-tuple domination. A 2-tuple dominating set 2D  is said 
to be minimal if there does not exist any 2DD ⊂′  such that D′  is a 2-tuple dominating 
set of G . A 2-tuple domination set 2D , denoted by )(Gk×γ , is said to be minimum, if it 
is minimal as well as it gives 2-tuple domination number. For any graph 2|| 2 ≥D  for 
2≥n . 
 
Theorem 6.11. [11] The minimum 2-tuple domination set of a permutation graph can be 
computed in )( 2nO  time.  
 
7. Trapezoid graphs 
A trapezoid iT  is defined by four corner points ],,,[ iiii dcba , where ii ba <  and 
ii dc <  with ii ba ,  lying on top line and ii dc ,  lying on bottom line of a rectangular 
channel. An undirected graph ),(= EVG  with vertex set },,,{= 21 nvvvV …  and edge 
set },,,{= 21 meeeE …  is called a trapezoid graph if a trapezoid representation can be 
obtained such that each vertex iv  in V  corresponds to a trapezoid iT  and Evv ji ∈),(  
if and only if the trapezoids iT  and jT  corresponding to the vertices iv  and jv  
intersect. For simplicity the vertices nvvv ,,, 21 …  are represented respectively by 1, 2, …
, n . Thus the edge Eji ∈),(  if and only if iT  and jT  intersect in the trapezoid 
representation. Figure 15 illustrates a trapezoid graph and its trapezoid representation 
consisting of seven trapezoids 721 ,,, TTT … . It is interesting to note that if ii ba =  and 
ii dc =  then the corresponding trapezoid iT  reduces to a straight line. So, in this way, if 
all the trapezoids reduce to straight lines the corresponding trapezoid graph reduces to 
nothing but a permutation graph. For simplicity, we assume that the corner points on the 
trapezoid representation are all distinct and so they can be given consecutive positions 
n,21,2,…  from left to right on both channels. In addition to this we may label these n  
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trapezoids in increasing order of their right corner points on top channel, i.e. for two 
trapezoids iT  and jiT j <,  if and only if ib  lies on the left of jb . 
 
Figure 15: A trapezoid graph G  and its trapezoid representation 
  
Trapezoid graphs can be recognized in )( 2nO  time by Ma and Spinrad’s 
algorithm [59]. 
As shown in [28], trapezoid graphs can be used for modelling a  channel routing 
problem in VLSI, in a single-layer-per-net model. A  channel consists of a pair of 
horizontal lines with points or terminals on each line numbered from 1 to n . All the 
terminals with the same label constitute a  net. A  routing is a connection of every net by 
wires inside the channel such that no two wires from different nets overlap (see Figure 16). 
A routing is allowed to use more than one layer. This channel routing problem is equivalent 
to the minimum colouring problem of a trapezoid graph, where each net is represented by a 
trapezoid. The  single module k -planer (i.e. k  layers) subset problem in VLSI is to 
assign maximum possible nets in k  layers inside a channel in such a way that no two nets, 
assigned in any of the k  layers overlap each other where the routing region is either a 
channel or bounded by a straight line and a solid module. 
A trapezoid graph with n  vertices can be represented geometrically either by, 
    1.  a set of n  trapezoids drawn inside a rectangular channel or by,  
    2.  a set of n  segments drawn on a two dimensional plane or by,  
    3.  a set of n  boxes drawn on a two dimensional plane or by,  
    4.  a permutation diagram pi  of n2  lines drawn inside a channel.  
 
7.1. Trapezoid representation 
Let T  = },,,{ 21 nTTT … , be the set of n  trapezoids where trapezoid iT  is represented in 
the trapezoid representation by four corner points ],;,[ iiii dcba , )<(, iiii baba  lying on 
the top line and )<(, iiii dcdc  lying on the bottom line of a rectangular channel (see 
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Figure 15). Without any loss of generality we assume the following: 
    1.  a trapezoid contains four distinct corner points and that no two trapezoids share a 
common end point,  
    2.  trapezoids in the trapezoid representation and vertices in the trapezoid graph are 
one and same thing,  
    3.  the trapezoids in the trapezoid representation T  are indexed by increasing right 
end points on the top line, i.e. for any two trapezoids iT  and jT  in the trapezoid 
representation ji <  if and only if ji bb < . 
 
 
Figure 16: (a) A routing instance, where the routing region is a channel. (b) A routing 
instance, where the routing region is bounded by a straight line and a module. 
  
This kind of ordering gives the following result which is quite useful in designing 
efficient algorithms. 
 In a trapezoid graph G  if any three vertices kji ,,  are such that kji <<  
and Eki ∈),(  then either Eji ∈),(  or Ekj ∈),( . 
This ordering is sometimes called as  cocomparability ordering. It is shown in 
[108] that in a cocomparability graph this ordering can be implemented in an )( 2nO  time. 
But for a trapezoid graph, this ordering can be implemented in only )(nO  time with the 
help of its trapezoid representation . 
        The adjacency relation between any two vertices can be tested using the following 
result: 
 Let i  and j  be two vertices of a trapezoid graph G . Then two vertices i  and 
j  are not adjacent if and only if either 
(i) ji ab <  and ji cd <  or (ii) ij ab <  and ij cd < . 
Otherwise the vertices i  and j  are adjacent. 
Therefore, instead of storing a trapezoid graph, using adjacency matrix or 
adjacency list, one can store the trapezoid representation of the trapezoid graph using only 
n4  units of memory. The adjacency relation can be tested in (1)O  time. 
 
7.2.  Segment representation 
Segment representation of a trapezoid graph is nothing but a transformation of its trapezoid 
representation. In segment representation, a trapezoid ],;,[ iiiii dcbaT  is transformed to a 
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unique line segment iiqp  where ii qp ,  are two points on a two dimensional plane having 
coordinates ),(),,( iiii dbca  respectively. Segment representation of the graph of Figure 
15 is shown in Figure 17. 
In segment representation, the segments iiqp  and jjqp  are called disjoint  if 
and only if either, ji ab <  and ji cd <  or, ij ab <  and ij cd < . Therefore, in a 
segment representation if the origin be shifted to any point Sqq ii ∈,  then all line 
segments jjqp  lying entirely on the first quadrant are disjoint from iiqp . On the other 
hand if the origin be shifted to any point ip , Spi ∈  then all line segments jjqp  lying 
entirely on the third quadrant are also disjoint from iiqp . Any other line segments are 
called joint  to the segment iiqp . 
Therefore, in segment representation, adjacency relation between vertices i  and 
j  can be tested using the following result: 
In a trapezoid graph G , for any two vertices i  and j , Eji ∉),(  if and only if 
iiqp  is not adjacent to jjqp  in corresponding segment representation. Otherwise 
Eji ∈),( . 
 
 
Figure 17: The segment representation of the graph of Figure 15  
 
Hence in a segment representation, adjacency relation can be tested in (1)O  
time. 
 
7.3. Box representation 
If ),(= 21 xxx  and ),(= 21 yyy  are points in 2R , then x  is said to be  dominated by 
y , denoted as yx < , if ix  is less than iy  for 21,=i . The order thus given between 
points in 2R  is called  dominance order. This order can be extended to boxes , i.e. sets 
of the form },:),{( 222111221 uxluxlRxx ≤≤≤≤∈  where ),( 21 ll  is the  lower corner 
and ),( 21 uu  is the  upper corner of the box. 
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A box b  dominates another box b′  if the lower corner of b  dominates the 
upper corner of b′ . Note that points may be understood as boxes where the lower and 
upper corner coincide. If one of the two boxes dominates the other we say that they are  
comparable. Otherwise they are  incomparable. Now the vertices of a trapezoid graph 
may be represented by boxes with two boxes incomparable if and only if the corresponding 
vertices are joined by an edge. 
In Figure 18, the trapezoid graph of Figure 15 is illustrated with a dominance order 
GP  and its trapezoid representation, box representation are also given in the same figure. It 
is easy to observe that with the use of dominance order the vertices 76,5,4,3,2,1,  in 
Figure 15 are renamed as vertices 57,3,6,2,4,1,  respectively in Figure 18. 
What makes the box representation useful is the additional dominance order on 
boxes that may be exploited by sweep line algorithms, where all computations are done in 
a single sweep. 
 
7.4. Permutation representation 
From trapezoid representation of a trapezoid graph a permutation diagram can be obtained 
with the use of the concept of  vertex splitting. In a trapezoid graph, the vertex splitting 
process replaces each vertex v  by two new vertices 1v  and 2v  where in the trapezoid 
representation the trapezoid representing v  is replaced by two lines representing 1v  and 
2v  respectively. Thus it may be seen that the trapezoid representation is evolving into a 
permutation graph representation. 
The concept of vertex splitting was first introduced by Cheah and Corneil [23]. 
They also proved that a graph is a trapezoid graph if and only if after an appropriate 
sequence of vertex splitting a permutation graph is obtained with a specific condition. Thus 
with the use of the concept of vertex splitting a trapezoid representation of n  trapezoids 
will be transformed to a permutation diagram pi  of n2  lines. 
 
Theorem 7.1. [26] Trapezoid graphs are weakly chordal.  
 
Theorem 7.2. [53] All cut vertices of a trapezoid graph can be computed correctly in 
)(nO  time.  
The very common problem in graph theory is all pairs shortest path problem. This 
problem has been solve for trapezoid graph in [67]. The time complexity needed to find all 
pairs shortest distances is stated below. 
 
Theorem 7.3. [67] The time complexity to find all pairs shortest distances on trapezoid 
graphs is )( 2nO .  
 
Theorem 7.4. [6] The time complexity to find the next-to-shortest path between any two 
vertices u  and v  in trapezoid graph is )( 2nO .  
 
Theorem 7.5. [13] All maximal cliques of a trapezoid graph can be generated in 
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)( 2 nnO γ+  time, where n  is the number of vertices of the graph and γ  is the output 
size.  
 
 
 
Figure 18: (a)The trapezoid graph of Figure 15 when vertices are given the dominance 
order GP  (b) The dominance order GP  (c) Its trapezoid representation and (d) Its box 
representation. 
 
Theorem 7.6. [51] All maximal independent sets of a trapezoid graph G  with n  
vertices can be computed in )( nmnO α+  time, where m  and α  denote respectively 
the total number of edges in G , the complement graph of the graph G , and the number of 
maximal independent sets in G .  
 
Theorem 7.7. [52] The maximum weight k -independent set problem can be solved for 
trapezoid graph in )( 2knO  time. In particular, maximum weight 2-independent set 
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problem can be solved in )( 2nO  time.  
A  clique of an undirected graph ),(= EVG  is a complete subgraph of G , and 
a  clique cover of G  is a partition of V  such that each set in the partition is a clique. A 
clique cover with the minimum cardinality )( nkk ≤  is known as a  minimum clique 
cover (MCC). This number k  is called the  clique cover number. 
The minimum clique cover is a well known NP-complete problem on general 
graphs [35, 42]. However, it can be solved in polynomial time for some special classes of 
graphs, like chordal graphs, interval graphs, circular-arc-graphs, circular permutation 
graph, etc. 
 
Theorem 7.8. [54] A minimum clique cover of the trapezoid graph G  can be computed in 
)( 2nO  time.  
 
Theorem 7.9. [54] The diameter and center of a trapezoid graph ),(= EVG  can be 
computed in )(dnO  time where d  is the degree of vertex 1.  
It is shown in [25] that every connected AT-free graph contains a dominating pair 
and the vertices which achieve the diameter are said to form a dominating pair. As 
trapezoid graphs belong to a subclass of AT-free graphs so the following results. 
 
Theorem 7.10. [54] Every trapezoid graph has at least one dominating pair.  
 
Theorem 7.11. [54] The vertices vu,  of a trapezoid graph form a dominating pair if 
=),( vuδ diam(G ).  
A  diameter path in a graph is a shortest path whose length is equal to the diameter 
of the graph. 
 
Theorem 7.12. [54] If ),( vup  is a diameter path in a trapezoid graph G , then ),( vup  
is minimum connected dominating path.  
 
Theorem 7.13. [54] Dominating pairs and minimum connected dominating paths of a 
trapezoid graph can be computed in )(dnO  time.  
 
Theorem 7.14. [14] The set of all hinge vertices of a trapezoid graph with n  vertices can 
be computed in )log( nnO  time using )(nO  space.  
 
Theorem 7.15. [15] A spanning tree of a trapezoid graph can be computed in )(nO  time.  
 
Theorem 7.16. [9] The time complexity to find tree 4-spanner on trapezoid graphs is 
)(nO .  
 
Theorem 7.17. [10] The time complexity to find tree 3-spanner on trapezoid graphs is 
)( 2nO .  
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Theorem 7.18. [96] The minimum cardinality conditional covering set on trapezoid 
graphs can be determined in )( 2nO time.  
 
8. Unit disk graphs 
Unit disk graph (UDG) is a popular model that enabled the development of efficient 
algorithms for crucial networking problems. A unit disk is a closed disk of radius 1 in the 
plane. Unit disk graphs can be represented in two ways: 
(a) in the intersection model the vertices are unit disks in the plane and two of them 
are adjacent if and only if the disks intersect, and  
(b) in the distance model, the vertex set is a point set in the plane, and any two 
vertices are adjacent if and only if their distance is at most 1. 
A unit disk graph as a concrete geometric object, that is, the vertex set is a subset of 
points in two-dimension plane. So, every vertex is a point in the plane. 
There is another variation of UDG called r -UDG. In a r -UDG, two nodes are 
connected if and only if their distance is at most r , for some 0>r . 
UDG is known to be unrealistic in the context of physical constraints created by 
interferences in wireless ad-hoc networks. The interferences created by simultaneous radio 
transmissions may prevent nodes that belong to the r -neighborhood of a transmitter to 
hear its message. The most realistic model capturing the physical interference constraints 
on the other hand is known as Signal Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR in short). In 
SINR, each node has some given emission power level. This model assumes that the signal 
transmitted decays as a power greater than 2 of the distance. In this model, a node u  
receives the signal of a node v  if and only if the ratio of the signal of u  over the noise to 
which v  is subject to above some given threshold. 
A very less work has been done on UDG. Some of them are discussed below. 
The upper bound of chromatic number of unit disk graphs is given in terms of the 
clique number. The best known bound is: 
 
Theorem 8.1. [89] A unit disk graph G  can be coloured with at most 2)(3 −Gω  
colours, where )(Gω  is the size of largest clique.  
        Another result is also available in terms of stability number as stated below: 
Theorem 8.2 A unit disk graph G with 2)( ≤Gα  can be coloured with at most )(
2
3 G  
colours, where )(Gα  represents the stability number.  
The set of vertices of a UDG can be discomposed into three non-disjoint cliques. 
 
Lemma 8.1. Let G  be a unit disk graph with 2)( ≤Gα . Then )(GV  is the union of 
three cliques, two of which contain a common vertex.  
 
9. Graph with boxicity k  
An interval on the real line can be generalized to a k -box in kR . A k -box 
),,,(= 21 kRRRB … , where each iR  is a closed interval on the real line, is defined to be 
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the Cartesian product kRRR ××× ⋯21 . If each iR  is a unit length interval, then the 
graph B  is called k -cube. Thus, 1-boxes are just closed intervals on the real line whereas 
2-boxes are axis-parallel rectangles in the plane. The parameter boxicity of a graph G , 
denoted as )(Gbox , is the minimum integer k  such that G  is an intersection graph of 
k -boxes. Similarly, the cubicity of G , denoted as )(Gcub , is the minimum integer k  
such that G  is an intersection graph of k -cubes. Thus, interval graphs are the graphs 
with boxicity at most 1 and unit interval graphs are the graphs with cubicity at most 1. 
These parameters were introduced by Roberts in 1969 [97]. 
Any graph can be represented as the intersection graph of a set of rectangles in d  
dimensional plane where 1≥d . Boxicity-2 graphs are called the rectangle intersection 
graphs.  
    1.  A graph has boxicity one if and only if it is an interval graph.  
    2.  Every outerplanar graph has boxicity at most two . 
    3.  Every planar graph has boxicity at most three . 
    4.  If a bipartite graph has boxicity two, it can be represented as an intersection graph 
of axis-parallel line segments in the plane.  
    5.  The upper bound of the boxicity d  is 1+≤τd , where τ  is the tree-width of 
the graph.  
A graph which is not an interval graph can be represented by 2-boxes. For 
example, the graph 4C , can be seen to be an intersection graph of 2-boxes (see Figure 19). 
                                                                                                                                  
Figure 19: A 2-box representation for 4C  
  
The following lemma due to Roberts [97] is very interesting. 
 
Lemma 9.1. [97] For any graph G , kGbox ≤)(  if and only if there exists k interval 
graphs kII ,,1 …  such that kIIIG ∩∩∩ ⋯21= .  
       Roberts also proved the following theorem.  
 
Theorem 9.1. [97] For any graph G  with n  vertices nGbox ≤)( .  
The problem to represent a graph into boxes is NP-complete. But, an efficient 
solution or approximation algorithm is available for lower values of k . Also, the decision 
version of the problem, i.e. to test whether the boxicity of a given graph is at most some 
given value k , even for k=2, is NP-complete. Chandran et al. [20] described algorithms 
for finding representations of arbitrary graphs as intersection graphs of boxes, with a 
dimension that is within a logarithmic factor of the maximum degree of the graph. 
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Theorem 9.2. [21] Given a graph G  of n  vertices with maximum degree ∆ , 
+∆≤ nGbox ln2)()( . 
 
10. Other intersection graphs  
10.1. Circle graphs 
The circle graph (see Figure 20) is the intersection graph of a set of chords of a circle. For 
each chord there is a vertex in the graph and any two vertices are connected if and only if 
corresponding chords intersect.                                                                                                                                                                 
 
Figure 20: (a) A set of chords, and (b) the corresponding circle graphs 
  
In [109], Spinrad presented an )( 2nO  time algorithm to test whether a given 
undirected graph is a circle graph. If the graph is circle then this algorithm constructs a set 
of chords that represent it. 
Tiskin [111] has shown that a maximum clique of a circle graph can be found in 
)( 2nnlogO  time, while Nash and Gregg [72] have shown that a maximum independent 
set of an unweighted circle graph can be determined in }),{min( αdnO  time, where d  
is a parameter of the graph known as its density, and α  is the independence number of the 
circle graph. 
 
10.2. Line graphs 
The line graph of a graph G  is generally denoted by )(GL  that represents the 
adjacencies between edges of G . The line graph is defined as follows: 
Given a graph G , its line graph )(GL  is a graph such that 
(i) for each edge of G  there is a vertex of )(GL ; and 
(ii) two vertices of )(GL  are adjacent if and only if corresponding edges share a 
common endpoint in G . 
That is, line graph is the intersection graph of the edges of G , representing each 
edge by the set of its two endpoints. 
The line is also known as theta-obrazom, the covering graph, the derivative, the 
edge-to-vertex dual, the conjugate, and the representative graph, as well as the edge 
graph, the interchange graph, the adjoint graph, and the derived graph. 
Let us consider a graph G  shown in Figure 21(a). The edges of this graph are 
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(1,2)=1e , (1,5)=2e , (1,6)=3e , (2,3)=4e , (3,4)=5e , (4,5)=6e , (4,6)=7e . 
Seven vertices are drawn (see Figure 21(b)) for seven edges. Since 1e  and 2e  have a 
common vertex 1, so there is an edge between 1e  and 2e . Again, there is no common 
vertex between the edges 2e  and 5e  so there is no edge between 2e  and 5e . In this way 
the entire line graph )(GL  (Figure 21(b)) is constructed from G .                                                          
  
Figure 21: (a) A graph G , (b) Line graph of G  
  
The line graph of the complete graph nK  is the triangular graph. Every line graph 
is a claw-free graph. Some of the properties of claw-free graphs are generalizations of 
those of line graphs. The line graph of a bipartite graph is perfect. The line graphs of 
bipartite graphs form one of the key building blocks of perfect graphs. 
Some important results of line graph are presented below: 
    1.  The line graph of a connected graph is connected.  
    2.  A maximum independent set in a line graph corresponds to maximum matching in 
the original graph.  
    3.  The edge chromatic number of a graph G  is equal to the vertex chromatic number 
of its line graph )(GL .  
    4.  The line graph of an edge-transitive graph is vertex-transitive.  
    5.  If a graph G has an Euler cycle, that is, if G  is connected and has an even number 
of edges at each vertex, then the line graph of G  is Hamiltonian.  
    6.  The line graphs of trees are exactly the claw-free block graph.  
It is very interesting that line graph of line graph is not the original graph, it gives 
some other graph. L  can be treated as an operator. Rooij and Wilf [98] consider the 
sequence of graphs …))),((()),((),(, GLLLGLLGLG  
They proved the following behaviours of this sequence.  
    1.  If G  is a cycle graph then )(GL  and each subsequent graph in this sequence is 
isomorphic to G  itself. These are the only connected graphs for which )(GL  is 
isomorphic to G .  
    2.  If G is a claw K1,3, then L(G) and all subsequent graphs in the sequence are 
triangles.  
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    3.  If G  is a path graph then each subsequent graph in the sequence is a shorter path 
until eventually the sequence terminates with a graph having only one vertex.  
    4.  In all remaining cases, the sizes of the graphs in this sequence eventually increase.  
 
10.3. String graphs 
In graph theory, a string graph is an intersection graph of curves in the plane, each curve is 
called a “string". Let S  be a set of strings in a plane such that no three strings intersect at 
a single point. Draw a vertex for each string and an edge for each intersecting pair of 
strings. This intersection graph is called string graph. The mathematical study of string 
graphs began with work of Ehrlich et al. [32]. The recognition of string graphs is 
NP-complete [75]. 
It is easy to verify that every planar graph is a string graph. The string 
representation is described as follows: draw a string for each vertex that loops around the 
vertex and around the midpoint of each adjacent edge. For any edge ),( vu  of the graph, 
the strings for u  and v  cross each other twice near the midpoint of the edge ),( vu , and 
there are no other crossings, so the pairs of strings that cross represent exactly the adjacent 
pairs of vertices of the original planar graph. Chalopin et al. [22] proved that every planar 
graph has a string representation in which each pair of strings has at most one crossing 
point, unlike the representations described above. 
 Let P  be a set of simple paths on a (rectangular) grid. The vertex intersection 
graph VPG( P ) of P  has vertex set V , where every vertex Vv ∈  corresponds to a path 
PPv ∈ , and edge set E, where Evu ∈),(  if and only if the corresponding paths uP  and 
vP  intersect, i.e. },,,|),{(= φ≠∩≠∈ vu PPvuVvuvuE . We call a graph G a VPG 
graph if G VPG( P ), for some P . If P  is a set of simple paths on a grid, where each 
path has at most k  bends ( 90  turns), then the graph G  is called VPGBk − . 
VPGBk −  graphs are related to several other families of intersection graphs that 
have been studied in the literature. It is rather simple to prove that the string graphs are 
equivalent to the VPG graphs when there is no restriction on the number of bends per path 
in the grid. Interval graphs and trees are both subfamilies of VPGB −0 , and the so called 
grid intersection graphs [48] are equivalent to the bipartite VPGB −0  graphs. 
Circle graphs are a subfamily of string graphs, and it is easy to show that they are 
contained in the class VPGB −1 . This immediately implies that the coloring problem is 
NP-complete on VPGB −1  graphs. We prove the stronger result that the coloring 
problem is NP-complete for VPGB −0  graphs. It is proved that every planar graph is a 
VPGB −3  graph [1]. Another connection between planar graphs and string graphs began 
when Scheinerman and West [106] conjectured that planar graphs are contained in the 
family of segment graphs (SEG), the intersection graphs of straight-line segments in the 
plane with an arbitrary number of directions. Recently, Chalopin et al. [22] proved 
Scheinerman’s conjecture. 
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